SHIP SURVEYS & CERTIFICATES: CLASS AND STATUTORY

COURSE OBJECTIVES

- To provide a clear understanding of Class (Hull & Machinery) and Statutory survey requirements and their objectives, scope, periodicity, typical findings, etc.

- To enable participants to effectively plan and coordinate Class (Hull & Machinery) and statutory surveys.

ABOUT THE COURSE

With the shortened port stays, the ship’s staff as well as shore-based technical managers are under increasing pressure to fulfil various survey requirements within the available windows. Better understanding of scope of survey requirements (Class and Statutory) will enable them to plan and prepare more effectively and meet the requirements efficiently.

PARTICIPANTS

- Serving Superintendents, who wish to refresh and update their knowledge and understanding.

- Master Mariners and Chief Engineers, who are aspiring to serve as Superintendents in ship-owning/ship-management companies.

- Management-level sea-faring officers wanting to acquire the perspective of the owner/ship-manager.

DURATION

One day

KEY TOPICS

- Vessel registration & Classification and Transfer of Class. Change of ownership. Scope and validity period of certificates issued to the vessel

- Listing of Classification (Hull & Machinery) and Statutory surveys; their scope and periodicity

- Survey requirements & planning; window periods for completion of various surveys

- Survey and maintenance of Certificates and related documents issued under SOLAS & MARPOL and other statutory instruments

- Planning & preparations for meeting the Special Survey requirements (Class & Statutory)

- Machinery Surveys, damage surveys

- Typical findings – examples and cases

- Key learnings from actual practice